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SPECIFICATION
Improvements in cable grips

This invention relates to cable grips and

concerns grips of the kind which, in use, take the

5 form of a woven, open-mesh flexible tube which is

used securely to enclose a cable or cables along at

least part of the length thereof.

Such cable grips can be used to pull a cable

into a required position or to support a cable in a

1 0 desired position or both. To facilitate their use they

are usually provided at their draft or leading end

with one or a pair of loops or eyes. For example, if

a cable is to be fixed in position with its

longitudinal axis having a substantial vertical

1 5 component, the cable grip would be arranged on

the cable with the eyes (taking the case where a

pair of eyes is provided) at or near the end of the

cable which is to be uppermost, A lifting member

can be arranged to engage the eyes and pull the

20 grip and cable upwardly until the cable is in the

required position and then the eyes can be

secured to a support. Thus the weight of the cable

is taken by the grip and support, reducing or

preventing longitudinal strain in the conductors in

25 the case of an electric cable, and absorbing

vibration and flexural forces. The cable grip can be

used indoors or outdoors on any suitable structure

such as a building or pole, down an excavation, in

a mine shaft and elsewhere.

30 Cable grips are manufactured in two basic

forms; the 'closed' form and the 'split' form.

The closed cable grip is made in tubular form

from two sets of helically disposed and interwoven

wire strands of opposite hand. To prepare the grip

35 for use it is axiaiiy compressed, and thus radially

expanded, and pushed in this condition tail first

over the end of the cable until it is in its required

position. The axial compression is then relieved,

causing the grip to contract radially and, as the

40 normal internal diameter of the grip is less than

the diameter of the cable, grip it lightly. If then the

grip is pulled by the eyes in the opposite direction

to that in which it was pushed on the tension in

the individual strands forming the open-mesh

45 lattice tries to cause a further reduction in its

diameter so that it grips the cable tightly and then

pulls the cable in the said opposite direction. This

kind of grip is used when a free end of the cable is

available for introduction into the tail end of the

50 cable grip. Examples of such a grip are those sold

under Nos. 022-01 -A and 022-06 in the

Catalogue of Harvey Hubbell Ltd. Cable grips are

usually of the so-called endless weave type and

woven from lengths of wire which are bent at their

55 mid-points to form loops. As weaving is started at

the tail end remote from the eyes the grip

terminates at this end in a series of loops which

limits the amount by which the diameter of the tail

end can be increased by endwise compression of

60 the grip. Thus one disadvantage of the closed

cable grip of a given nominal diameter is that the

open tail end remote from the eyes can be

increased by only a relatively small amount

although the diameter of the tube at points

65 intermediate its ends can be increased by

progressively greater amounts up to a point

substantially equidistant from the ends.

Accordingly if there is a discontinuity in the length

of cable, such as a connector having a relatively

70 large diameter with respect to that of the cable,

then the open tail end cannot be enlarged

sufficiently to pass over it.
-

It has been assumed in the above description

that the grip is of the 'constant weave' type, that is

75 the mesh of the lattice is of constant size and

shape throughout the length of the grip. However

there is another type of grip, known as the

'variable weave' type in which, at the tail end. the

mesh size is smaller or the angles at the

80 longitudinal corners of the diamonds formed by

the intersecting strands of the mesh are greater,

than at the leading or draft end. The advantage

thought to be gained by the adoption of a variable

weave grip is that, when a force-is applied to the

85 eyes, the tail end of the grip is first to undergo a

radial contraction which advances progressively

towards the leading end of the grip, thus ensuring

maximum frictional engagement with the cable

throughout the length of the grip. However the

90 disadvantage of variable weave grips is that,

because of the limitations imposed by the higher

weave angles and/or smaller mesh at the tail end,

the increase in its diameter that can be gained by

axial compression is even more restricted than in

95 the constant weave type and thus the problem of

enlarging the tail end to pass over a discontinuity

is exacerbated. In such cases, and in the case

where a free end of cable is not available, it is

necessary to use a 'split' form of cable grip.

1 00 The split cable grip is similar in principle to the

closed grip but is formed as an elongate mesh
which is wrapped around the cable, or cables, and

then the longitudinal edges are joined together as

by lacing with a strand or strands, usually, of a

1 05 similar material or by means of a rod which is

passed through preformed loops on the

longitudinal edges of the mesh. Examples of such

grips are those sold under Nos. 022-02-A and

022-03-A in the catalogue of Harvey Hubbell Ltd.

110 The split cable grip can accommodate
discontinuities of larger diameter than the cable

but has the disadvantage that it has to be 'laced-

up' in position and this can be time-consuming

and laborious especially in confined spaces: for

1 1 5 example, one such use of the cable grip is for

preventing strain in the cables and their

connectors to mining equipment in underground

pit shafts and tunnels. A further disadvantage of

the split cable grip is that it is less strong than a

120 comparable closed cable grip.

There has thus been a long-standing

requirement for a cable grip which has the

advantages of the closed grip but which can

accommodate relatively large discontinuities

125 along the length of the cable.

According to the invention there is provided a

cable grip characterised in that it is of closed'

tubular form along part of its length and of split

form along the remainder of its length. Preferably,
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the length of the split part is small with respect to

the closed part. Thus in a grip according to the

invention the maximunn effective diameter to

which the grip can be enlarged for fitting is not

5 restricted to that of its tail end.

Thus a free end of a cable having a

discontinuity of larger diameter than the cable

intermediate its end can be introduced into the

entry of the closed part of the grip at the junction

1 0 with the split part and pushed through the grip. It

has been found that the entry to the closed part of

the grip, being intermediate the ends, can expand

to a much greater extent that the entry at the end

of a conventional 'closed' grip so that a cable

1 5 having a relatively large connector can be pushed

through the grip until the connector is positioned

within the closed part. It is then a simple matter to

join together the longitudinal edges of the

relatively short lengths of the split part of the grip

20 if necessary.

In the accompanying drawings:

Figure 1 is a partial side view of a conventional

closed cable grip;

Figure 2 is a partial side view of a conventional

25 split cable grip;

Figure 3 is a partial side view of an embodiment
of a cable grip according to the Invention;

Figure 4 is a view, similar to that of Figure 3,

with the split portion of the cable laced;

30 Figure 5 is a detail of Figure 4 with the split

portion laced and tied;

Figure 6 is a partial side view illustrating a first

stage in the manufacture on a mandrel of a grip

according to the invention;

35 Figure 7 is a partial side view illustrating a

further stage in the manufacture of the grip of

Figure 6;

Figure 8 is a partial section through the

mandrel of Figure 6;

40 Figure 9 is a detail of Figure 7; and,

Figure 1 0 is a detail, similar to that of Figure 9,

illustrating a stage in the manufacture of the grip

of Figure 3,

Referring to Figure 1 there is shewn a closed

45 cable grip 1 0 in the form of a flexible, braided wire

open-mesh tube 1 2. It will be seen that the tube

1 2 is terminated in an open tail end 1 2a wherein

the individual wires making-up the tube 1 2 are .

continuous, their ends being terminated at or near

50 the other, draft end 1 2b, in this case in tubular

metal sleeves 1 4, 1 6 from which cable loops, or

eyes, 1 8 extend.

In use, the open tail end 1 2a of the grip 1 0 is

axially compressed and pushed over the free end

55 of a length of cable 20. The grip 1 0 is then slid

along the cable 20 until it reaches its desired

position where it is allowed to relax and grip the

cable 20 lightly.

The cable grip 1 0 can then be pulled into its

60 required position by pulling the eyes rSlTor"

examp IelrTan^waTg'^ ir^^ KUti®

.

. t resu I ta nTgensj^]ejQng^i£lHSlgjQ MJ t

lifj^'^"^^^ ^to^P the "cajbTle^d^^ The eyes 1 8 can

r^*^'*''*^-^^^' also be affixed'to a suplporTmernber so that a

-iT*^ 65 feobstantial pd i I uT arry'BtratnrTnrthe-afr-angement

1 0, 20 is taken-up in the cable grip 1 0.

As aforementioned, this grip 1 0 can be used if

there is a free end 20a of the cable 20 over which

the end 1 2a of the tube 12 can be pushed.

70 However, if there is a discontinuity, for example a

plug and socket arrangement connecting two
lengths of cable 20, larger than the diameter of

the cable 20 then it is difficult to increase the

diameter of the tail end 1 2a to foVce the tube 1

2

75 over the discontinuity, although it has been found

that the diameter of the tube 1 2 at an

intermediate point say 1 2c can be increased by a

considerable greater amount.
Thus in the event that the cable 20 does not

80 have a free end or there is a relatively large

diameter discontinuity along its length it is usual

to use a 'split' cable grip now to be described with

reference to Figure 2.

Referring now to Figure 2, there is shown a

85 'split' cable grip 22 in the form of an elongate,

open-mesh, substantially flat, braided, flexible

wire arrangement 24. The grip 22 is terminated at

one end 22b in a pair of tubular metal sleeves 26,

28 from which cable loops, or eyes, 30 extend.

90 In use, the arrangement 24 is wrapped around

a cable 32 and then laced together by a double

lace 34 so that when complete the grip 22 is

similar in appearance to the grip 10. Alternatively

small loops can be arranged along the longitudinal

95 edges of the arrangement 24 so that when it is

wrapped round the cable 32 the small loops align

around a common axis and then a rod of

appropriate size pushed through the small loops to

hold the grip in its tubular configuration,

1 00 Although somewhat time-consuming in

assembly it will be seen that this kind of cable grip

will operate in a similar fashion to that of Figure 1

and it does have the advantage that, because of

the mesh form, it can be stretched at a point

1 05 intermediate its ends to accommodate a

discontinuity of relatively large diameter.

Referring now to Figure 3 there is shown an

embodiment of a cablo grip 40 according to the

invention. It will be seen that the upper part (in the

1 1 0 drawing) from about part 42c of the grip 40 is

similar to the grip 1 0 described with reference to

Figure 1 having a tubular sleeve 42 with

terminations 44, 46 from which cable loops, or

eyes, 48 extend. However, the grip 40 is not

1 1 5 tubular, but rather open, from about the position

42c to the end 42a. As aforementioned, if the grip

40 were tubular to the end 40a the maximum
diameter of a cable 50, or a relatively large

diameter discontinuity (not shown), in the cable

1 20 acceptable by the grip 40 would be limited by the

maximum diameter to which the end 42a could be

expanded. However, by leaving open the end of

grip 40 between the positions 42c and 42a, it has

been found that the diameter of the tubular part at

125 position 42 can be increased quite considerably to

accept the usual relatively large diameter

discontinuity such as a plug and socket so that the

grip can be pushed over the discontinuity and

cable to the required position. The end of the grip

1 30 between positions 42c and 42a could be left open
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but it is preferred that they be 'laced' or rodded'

up as described with reference to Figure 2.

The split end of the grip 40 which has been

laced with a single lace 52 is shown in Figure 4.

5 The free ends of the lace 52 are then twisted

together, passed in opposite directions twice

around the end 42a of the grip 40 and then again

twisted together to achieve the fully laced up state

shown in Figure 5.

1 0 Thus the cable grip of Figure 3 combines the

advantages of the grips of Figures 1 and 2 with

the additional advantage that the grip 40 which is

substantially of the same kind as that described

with reference to Figure 1 because of the

1 5 realisation that the diameter of a closed grip

expands to a greater extent at intermediate

positions than at the end. The length of the portion

42c and 42a of the grip is not critical but it should,

of course, be long enough to aiiow the required

20 maximum diameter at position 42c. A further

advantage of the grip according to the invention is

that a split type of grip which is laced-up along the

length is weaker than an equivalent closed grip.

Thus the invention has the advantage that the

25 tensile strength of the cable grip is effectively

equal to that of a closed grip while obtaining the

advantages of the split type grip.

The manufacture of a grip according to the

invention will now be described.

30 As shown in Figure 6 a mandrel 60 has located

around the surface thereof a number of pegs 62

(shown in detail in Figure 8) at intervals

corresponding to the required size of the diamond-

shaped lattice work. Lengths 64 of the chosen

35 material, which in the present case is a stranded

galvanized steel wire, are doubled back on

themselves and each length 64 is hooked at its

centre over a respective one of the top row of pegs

64. Weaving is then carried out in an over and

40 under arrangement in a conventional manner to

achieve the pattern shown in Figure 7, the details

of the inter-relation of the lengths 64 of wire and

their relation with a peg 62 being shown in

Fiaure 9. To form the split end of the grip weaving

45 is terminated at the adjacent longitudinal rows of

pegs A and B thus leaving a longitudinal gap or slit

at the circumference of the grip.

To change to a tubular or closed construction

the lengths 64—1 and 64—2 are passed round

50 two longitudinally adjacent pairs of pegs 62— 1

,

62 2, and 62—3, 62—4 respectively before

being led in a helical path round the mandrel 60

until the desired length of grip has been achieved.

Lengths 64—3 and 64—4 are led past pegs

55 62 2 and 64—2 respectively to initiate a helical

path and subsequent lengths 64 are dealt with

similarly until the draft end of the grip is

terminated in a conventional manner.

In Figure 1 0 is shown the weaving arrangement

60 at a peg 62 when a double weave of wires 66 is

employed.
The cable grip according to the invention can

take various forms, -for example the grip can be

terminated in a single loop, or eye which is

65 secured to the mesh by a swaged aluminium collar

rather than the pair of loops as described. Also the

grips have been described with a double weave,

that is two wires are used in parallel throughout

the construction, and a single weave using one

70 wire, but a triple weave using three wires or more

could be used to give maximum strength and

rigidity depending to some extent on the

application. Although galvanised steel wire is the

most common material bronze wire may also be

75 used; moreover a single strand of wire or a

monofilament plastics material such as nylon may
sometimes be used in contexts where these

materials provide sufficient flexibility.

Although called cable grips, they are equally

80 useful for use with other elongate material, such

as rope.

It should also be mentioned that the

longitudinal edges of a split tail end of a cable grip

according to the invention may be joined by

85 hooking, as well as by lacing or rodding; and that

other weaving arrangements besides the

previously-described simple over and under

arrangement may be employed, for example two

over and one under.

90 CLAIMS
1 . A cable grip of woven open-mesh

construction which comprises a draft or leading

end portion of closed tubular form and, for the
^

remainder of its length, a tail end portion of split

95 form.

2. A grip according to claim 1 , in which the

length of the split tail end portion is less than that

of the leading end portion.

3. A grip according to claim 1 or 2, in which the

100 mesh is of the constant weave type.

4. A grip according to any preceding claim, in

which the split tail end portion is arranged to be

closable by lacing or rodding.

5. A cable grip substantially as herein described

1 05 with reference to Figure 3, Figures 4 to 9 or

Figures 4 to 7 and 1 0 of the accompanying

drawings.
6. The features as herein disclosed, or their

equivalents, in any novel selection.
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